
Cambridge University Bowmen
Committee Meeting

2021-2022 Committee

Monday 26th July 2021

Attendees

� Vicki Hodgson (VH)
� Alannah King (AK)
� Liam Pattinson (LP)
� Basia Kraus (BK)

� Zhiwei He (ZH)
� Abi Pearce (AP)
� Yuhang Xie (YX)

Meeting commenced 19:11 BST.

Previous minutes

AP proposed, AK seconded

Handovers

� Treasurer handover - AP has been added on as signatory to the account, but does
not have the card reader or access to online banking; this will be figured out with
customer service soon.

� Equipment officer - ZH will be introduced to the role throughout the summer

Followups from previous meeting

� Return to Churchill has been triumphant and the google sheet seems to work well,
so its use will be continued

� The annual dinner was great (or so I’m told), thank you Yuhang!

� Everything is still alright with equipment loans

� Sports centre meeting was very useful and they like us (obviously) – meeting resulted
in a development goals plan which will be discussed in a later meeting
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Bring a friend and alumni shoot

� The alumni shoot is preliminarily scheduled for Saturday 21.08, pending approval
from Churchill; it can be combined with a BBQ on Churchill lawn. The round shot
is to be determined later, depending on preferences of participants (anything from
a short Warwick to a Windsor), preferably one that allows to move the shooting
line rather than the bosses. Only 22in faces will be needed for the imperial rounds.

� Bring a friend - scheduled for 13.08, needs to be registered with AGB with a 2
week notice, which will be taken care of by VH. For this shoot bows will need to be
transported from the sports centre, specifics will be figured out closer to the date.
The cost will be fixed at 5 GBP as before, if cash will be taken then the cash box
will need to be taken to the session.

Photo and quote of the week

� AP will restart photo of the week and quote of the week but those will be less
formal than before

� Those will be probably sent out by email rather than using the bulletin, but the
bulletin might be used more again come term time; they will also be shared on
socials and everyone will be encouraged to submit things, including memes

AOB

� The rope broke at Churchill - LP will buy replacement parts and get reimbursed
for the purchase

� Shooting session signups for the next few days are pretty sparse - Wednesday and
Friday sessions will be cancelled

� All changes to the website have been completed, any other possible changes will be
discussed in later meetings

Meeting concluded 20:02 BST.
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